
Heritage statement 


to accompany planning permission for change of shop signage (advertisement) in conservation 
area


Property address for preposed change of sign.

27 Queens Street

Blackpool

FY1 1NL


The area is part of Blackpool town centre commercial conservation area.


History of the building is I believe part of a purpose build shopping street dating back to late 
victorian times within the town centre area.


The building is one of a few still retaining original bay front windows above the shop level, the 
neighbouring properties appear to have had theirs removed or didn’t have them originally.


The main characteristics of the style of the property are a Victorian style mid terraced above shop 
bay fronted windows. The building is of brick construction with a rendered finish. I believe the roof 
to be a pitched tiled roof. Most of the properties in the street appear to have been built in a 
victorian style appropriate to the period of build. With this in mind many of the adjacent properties 
in the street have been modernised over the decades and not in the same style as original 
features.


Proposed design


Pictures submitted of present signage and proposed signage over laid.

I feel that the simple design of the proposed would be more in keeping with the characteristics of 
the building by being a Victorian dark blue semi sheen facia board with raised silver lettering 
saying Brens Barista. The letting style is Victorian Art Nouveau in style, which I feel is more 
aesthetically sympathetic to the style and era of the property style. There will be no lighting of the 
sign other than the existing flood lights that are already in position on the building.


Impact


The impact would be a more subtle plain and simple shop sign (Advertisement) in keeping with 
the building style and era, that would be visible from the pavement and road outside the shop.



